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Helmut Hofbauer 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The topic of this year‘s (2015) Wittgenstein Symposium is „Realism – Relativism – Constructivism“ – this inspired me to say something about isms in general.The title of my talk is: „Isms lead to (systematic) misinterpretations of moderate (that is: modest) concepts and frame debates.In my talk I want to convince you that  ism-endings actually do something to words: that ismioning concepts does not leave their meanings unaffected.
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„Wir führen die Wörter von ihrer metaphysischen, wieder auf 
ihre alltägliche Verwendung zurück.“ 

Ludwig Wittgenstein: Philosophische Untersuchungen 116 

Isms are not characteristic for everyday language. 
They rather pertain to academic and political discourse. 
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
I would like to suscribe to Wittgenstein‘s program of leading back words to their use in everyday language. Isms are not typical for everyday language, but rather for public discourse.However, I have no notice that Wittgenstein was interested in isms or ism-critique at any point in time during his life time. This is especially remarkable because it was in his time, at the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century, when many new isms were created. „Relativism“, for instance, was a new concept then, it had never existed before.
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Moderate (or modest) concepts:  
Some concepts do not function well as isms! 

Fernando Pessoa: The 
Anarchist Banker (1922) 

Ernst Jünger: Eumeswil (1977) 

It makes little sense to be an 
anarchist publicly; the police 
will keep an eye on you! 

An „anarch“ is an anarchist 
who shrewdly hides her 
anarchism from the public. 

Possibly an arch can be imagined for every ist. 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The first idea to start with I have found in Fernando Pessoa‘s tale „The Anarchist  Banker“, namely the idea that some isms do not function properly as isms.Take for instance the concept of „anarchism“: if you are an anarchist  in public you will not be successful because the police will keep an eye on you. If you really feel anarchistic tendencies, better become a banker (as the protagonist of Pessoas story has done) – then you will follow the law when the police is watching and break it when nobody is aware of it.Later on Ernst Jünger in his novel Eumeswil coined the term „anarch“. An anarch is an anarchist who hides her anarchism from the public. In my opinion, the anarch is simply a more reasonable version of the anarchist. (Note that it is created by simply omitting the –ist.)Maybe we can imagine an „arch“ to every „ist“, also in cases where for concrete linguistic reasons it is difficult to form the corresponding word.
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Properties of isms: 

Being an ist (=holding some ism) means believing/doing something: 
 
• repeatedly, often, constantly, always; 

• openly, honestly, publicly; 

• loudly, wholeheartedly, having made a personal principle out of it; 

• wanting to convince as many people as possible to believe/do the same. 

Ismioning concepts means (over-)emphasizing them! 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Why is it that e.g. „anarchism“ does not  function properly as an ism?The reason for that is that ism have some specific properties.One cannot be a relativist in the morning and not in the evening. One is expected to be a relativist, an anarchist etc. repeatedly, publicly, loudly, and wanting to convince other people of it, too.Isms carry a tendency of expansion inside.
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We have a tendency to think in isms! 
- possibly because most discourses are public ones 

The Epimenides Paradox: 
 
Epimenides the Cretan says, 'that all the Cretans are liars‘. 
 
• If Epimenides is telling the truth, then he is not a liar  

that he is not telling the truth, for he is saying that “all 
Cretans are liars”, and he himself is a Cretan, too. 

Resolution of the Epimenides Paradox: If Epimenides tells the truth, he might still be a liar! 

We tend to understand the „liar“ as a „liarist“, 
i.e. as somebody who always lies. 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
On the other hand, we seem to have a general tendency to think in ism-form. (Maybe we acquired it by using so many ism-words?)An example for that is the „liar“. We often think of the liar as of a „liarist“. A liarist is somebody who always lies. The Epimenides paradox – which is famous in philosophy – is built on the assumption that a liar lies always. Otherwise it would be no paradox.Please, note that a liar in the form of a liarist is a contradiction in terms, becauce a liar has to hide some few lies among many more pieces of truth. A liar who always lies could not even say somehing reasonable, let alone something that can lead us astray.
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Moderate (or modest) concepts:  
„Skepticism“ is a contradiction in terms! 

Skepticism is the position that knowledge is impossible. 
 

(Source: Hans-Johann Glock: Wittgenstein-Lexikon) 

In skepicism a non-position is transformed into a position! 
(=effect of the ism-ending) 

…means in everyday language: 
not being sure about something, 
refusing to take a stance on it. 

…means in academic philosophy: 
being very sure about the fact that 
knowledge is impossible. 

Being  skeptical 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
My first main message in this talk is: Skepticism is a contradiction in terms!Being skeptical means: „I do not want to take a stance!“However, the ism-ending of the word „skepticism“ says: „But you have to take a position!“So, what position is there to take, if a person does not want to take one? Answer: the position that one refuses to take a position!This position of the no-position in the official definition of skepticism takes the form: „Skepticism is the position that knowledge is impossible.“Please, note that this definition is directed entirely against the original intention of the skeptical person: she did not want to take a stance; it was forced upon her to take one by the ism-ending.Thus in „skepticism“, the meaning of the word turns around 180 degrees to become the opposite of what it originally meant just by the effect of ismioning it!
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Moderate (or modest) concepts:  
„Relativism“ is a contradiction in terms! 

Relativ ism 
…means: „My point of view is only relative 
to my perception;  it cannot be generalized 
(=it is not strong enough to carry an ism).“ 

…means: „Everybody should always, 
constantly, honestly, openly, publicly hold 
and defend a relative point of view!“ 

“Relativism is the concept that points of view have no absolute truth or validity, having 
only relative, subjective value according to differences in perception and consideration.” 

(Sources: Wikipedia, American Heritage Dictionary) 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The same is valid for „relativism“. Also relativism is a contradiction in terms!The difference to „skepticism“ is just that in „relativism“ someody actually does take a stance, but a very weak and tentative one, a position the person holding it does not want to generalize.Hence she expresses it using phrases like: „In my point of view…“ or „In my opinion…“. However, the ism-ending of „relativism“ forces the holder of a relative view to generalize it.In order to underline the contradiction in terms, we can say that „relativism“ is the absolutization (-ism) of a relativization (relativ-).Again, what is there to be generalized, if something that does not want to be generalized, is generalized? – Answer: the position that no position can be generalized is generalized.Find that in the definition of „relativism“: By the sheer effect of the ism-ending „I have a view that is only my point of view.“ – becomes: „Everybody should hold the view that no view can be held by everybody“ – or, in other words: „…the concecpt  that no point of view has absolute truth or validity.“
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Framing: 

(morally) 
good 

(morally) 
bad 

(morally) good 

• The frame can be read as: „It is morally good to differentiate between morally good and 
morally bad!“ 

• Hidden agenda: We exclude all other things from our discussion which are good or bad in 
another sense. 

„hidden agenda“ 

universalism 
realism 

relativism 

? 

If you do not change your 
hidden agenda, you will not 
understand my talk! 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Now I arrive at my second topic: framing. What do I mean by this? If you have a distinction, e.g. good and bad, at first sight it seems to be neutral and to describe reality  in an objective, uninterested way. However, one of the two terms is stronger and is dominating the other (you can learn that from Niklas Luhmann and George Spencer Brown).Actually, the stronger term of the distinction is dominating  the whole distinction. We can draw a frame around the distinction, as you see it realized in the grey lines on the slide, and write the stronger term on top of the distinction. This, then, reads as follows: „It  is (morally)  good to distinguish between (morally) good and (morally)  bad.Or, the other way around: It is (morally) bad not to distinguish between (morally) good and (morally) bad.Behind the stronger term which is dominating the distinction an agenda is hidden. Its content is: We want to talk about this topic and not about another one. This is the way how a seemingly neutral and harmless distinction in reality sets a topic and excludes other topics from discussion.If you look now on the right side of the slide: Which term should we write instead of the question mark? Should we write there: „relativism“? I do not think so. It will be rather „unversalism“, „realism“ or „absolutism“.This is to show that in the distinction between „universalim“ and „relativism“, „relativism“ is seen (and judged) from the perspective of „universalism“ (or „realism“ or „absolutism“).„Universalism“ says to „relativism“:  I want to judge you by the conditions that are  appropriate for myself, and if you can‘t fulfill them I will call you deficient!“The hidden agenda of the distinction between „universalim“ and „relativism“ is: „Fight relativism!“ – or: „Defend universalism!“If we can‘t get away from this distinction alltogether, we will always find ourselves again in the same discussion. That is, in a discussion which is already predetermined: „relativism“ is the bad guy, we have to get rid of it!
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Conclusion: 
Isms do things to words/concepts! 

Some concepts 
– like anarchism, skepticism, relativism, individualism, and solipsism – 

just do not meet the requirements of isms. 

Source: Merriam-Webster Dictionary 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
In my talk I wanted to convince you that ism-endings actually do things to words!So, what is wrong with this definition of „relativism“ taken from the Merriam-Webster Dictionary?  Answer: wrong is that „relativism“ is not „the belief that…“. „Relativism“ is a belief that is held repeatedly or always, publicly, loudly, having  made a principle out of it and wanting to convince other people of it.You do not  even have to pay a close look onto the definition that is given here of „relativism“ – my criticism is only that „relativism“ (or any other ism) is not just „a belief that…“And some concepts – like anarchism, skepticism, relativism, individualism or solipsism – cannot be isms at all. The reason for this „shortcoming“ is that it is not possible to hold them repeatedly, publicly, loudly, having made a principle out of it  and wanting to convince other  people of it.If you are an anarchist in public, the police will come to fetch you.If you are sure you are a skeptic, and you want to convince others to become skeptics, too, then you are not a skeptic.If you are a solipsist you do not even believe that other persons exist – how do you want to convince others to become solipsists, too?Such concepts which are not so loud, and which start to contradict themselves when declared loudly, repeatedly and in public, I call „moderate concepts“.
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internalism 

essentialism reliabilism 

naturalism 
externalism 

contextualism 

indexicalism 

In philosophy people seem to think: 
The more isms the better! 

Was there any consideration of the implications of 
ism-endings when these concepts were created? 

foundationalism 

non-dualism 
reductionism 

coherentism contingentism 

inflationism 

deflationism 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
In philosophy, especially in epistemology, isms are created as if there was no tomorrow. Philosophers seem to think: More isms make the world a better place!It seems to me that all these isms are created without considering that the ism-ending could possibly affect the meaning of the original concept.By that I do not want to say that the isms on this slide do not function or are contradictions in terms such as anarchism, skepticism, and relativism. However, what I do want to suggest is that thinking in the form of isms predetermines the way we perceive reality (such as we have seen, for instance, in the example of the „liarist“, but also on the slide on „framing“). This means a biased, prejudiced view of reality, created by seemingly neutral and objective concepts.In order to avoid a biased view of reality, we should become aware of what we are actually doing when we are ismioning every concept at hand without any further thought. However, before that we would have to become aware of the fact that we are actually doing something (in the sense of: changing meanings, changing our view of reality) when creating isms.
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Helmut Hofbauer: „Isms lead to misinterpretations of moderate  concepts and frame 
debates“, 
 
in: Christian Kanzian, Josef Mitterer, Katharina Neges (eds.): Realism – Relativism – 
Constructivism. Contributions to the 38. International Wittgenstein Symposium. Volume 
XXIII. Neulengbach 2015, p. 135-137. 
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